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DISCLAIMER: These fonts were designed by an amateur who makes no representation regarding

suitability for use or compatibility with any system or application. Use them strictly at your own

risk. If the fonts work in a particular system or application, they may not work in another.

MusiTone is a family of four fonts: Regular, Bold, Italic, and Bold Italic. The Regular and

Italic may be used separately or in combination. Beams made with the Regular font must be

horizontal. Beams made with the Italic font must be tilted up or down.

The Regular and Italic fonts construct notation by superimposing components. For example,

an eighth note is constructed from staff segments, note head, stem, and flag. To assist the user, the

Bold and Bold Italic fonts contain the same symbols, except that the characters do not superimpose.

It is strongly recommended that you use a character map program capable of

displaying a font in exactly 16 columns, with "space" in the leftmost column. There are some

programs available for free on the Internet. One that I know of is �Typecase.� By using the correct

kind of map, MusiTone will display its components aligned in columns according to pitch A3 - B5.

Organization of the characters (See separate GIF image character map)

!."...Ü..(....U.u..�...�I......Ã.S.s�...U.uå.åU.u.../.
If in doubt, convert notation to a bitmap image.

Any other kind of character map will make it difficult to understand the symbol layout. Be sure

that your character map can magnify characters, or you will not be able to see all of them.



Examples of notation constructed using MusiTone

In these examples, the notation is shown in MusiTone regular or Italic, then shown in its

�deconstructed� form using the Bold or Bold Italic font.

Key signatures:

.Ü.Ù.Ý. .È$Ë$Ç$Ê$.      Bold:    .Ü.Ù.Ý. .È$Ë$Ç$Ê$.
To create key signatures, select the appropriate accidental signs. Since these characters do

not move the cursor, you must separate them horizontally by inserting a staff segment between each

accidental.

The signature may be condensed by using the half-width staff segment, as shown in the

signature for A flat major. Sharp keys may be too crowded on-screen if you use the half-width staff

segments; however, they may appear satisfactory when printed.

Time signatures:

%..&..'..(..{~6      Bold:   %..&..'..(..   {~6
Symbols for common time, cut time (alla breve), 3/4, and 4/4 are ready-made.

Other time signatures require the use of the extended staff segment (keyboard location:

open curly brace). This is followed by the lower numeral, indicating beat-note (2, 4, 8, or 16),

obtained from Musitone. The upper numeral, indicating beats per measure, must be obtained from

another font. In the above example, the Musitone font is at 30pt. In the 6/8 time signature, the 6 is

Book Antiqua 20pt, raised by 16pt. It may be necessary to insert spaces before or after time

signature numerals, in order to align them with each other.



Sharp, dotted eighth note, stem up. With and without staff:

.×.W.w�g..   × W w�g                  Bold:    .×.W.w�g..   × W w�g
This note is at pitch A4 (sharp). Its components are in three consecutive cursor positions.

The first position has the sharp accidental. Then, a staff segment moves the cursor.

The second position has the note head. Then, a staff segment moves the cursor. At the third

position, there are three characters: stem, flag, and dot. Then, a staff segment moves the cursor to

complete the necessary width.

By using spaces instead of staff segments, a �naked� note can be created. But it is

important to finish the note with enough staff or space to move the cursor across the entire

notation, else part of the drawing will be cut off.

If your staff uses the Bass (F) clef, then the above note would be C3 instead of A4. But

its components are nevertheless selected from the A4 column.

Flatted sixteenth note, stem down:

.É.�Y¨ª..         Bold:    ..�Y¨ª..
This note is at pitch C5 (flat). Its components are at two consecutive cursor positions.

The first position contains the flat accidental. Then, a staff segment moves the cursor.

The second position contains a down-stem, note head, and two flags. For a sixteenth note, the

flags must be chosen at two pitches distance, for proper visual effect.

Here, the flags for one pitch higher and one pitch lower were selected. It would have been

possible to use the flag at the correct pitch together with the flag two pitches lower, as an

alternative. The note is completed with a staff segment, to move the cursor.

Chords:

.Ä.BDF.rv...TW.twU..         Bold:      .Ä.BDF.rv...TW.twU..
Chords may be constructed as shown. Notice how stems hat different pitches have been

superimposed to form a longer stem. Note heads may be placed on either side of the stem. It is

important to plan the placement of each character.



Beamed notes:

X.xè.èX.x. �Xø.ø.øØ.�X. �Xø.hø.øú.�X.

Bold:    X.xè.èX.x. �Xø.ø.øØ.�X. �Xø.hø.øú.�X.
A beam is normally constructed from two or three segments. Notes near the center of the

staff, such as B4, allow a choice of upward or downward stems and beams.

For sixteenth notes, use beams at different pitches.

Triplets:

ïV.væ.æVð.væ.æVñ.v.          Bold:      ïV.væ.æVð.væ.æVñ.v.
If you are beaming three notes of the same pitch, without accidentals, then the spacing

can be somewhat condensed. Even the font designer did not construct this notation correctly on

first attempt. But by using the �Bold� font, the components were re-arranged to the correct order.

The triplet bracket would not have cleared the beam at higher note pitch. In such a situation,

use your word processor�s font capability to raise the bracket characters by enough points to clear.

If an accidental must be placed within the triplet, then increase the note separation by use of extra

staff segments and beams.

Tilted beams:

Italic:  R.rbâ.ã.äâT.t.   Bold Italic: R.rbâ.ã.äâT.t.
The Italic font is used for creating tilted beams. Each beam segment tilts up or down one

note. Where the Regular font has flags (for eighth notes), the Italic font has beam segments slanting

downwards. Where the Regular font has horizontal beam segments, the Italic font has beam

segments slanting upwards. Think: �Beam up, flag down.� The Bold Italic font expresses the same

information without overlap.



Beamed sixteenth notes, different pitches:

S.sâä.âäTâä.t. R.rsâä.âäTâä.t. Bold: S.sâä.âäTâä.t. R.rsâä.âäTâä.t.
A double-beam is created by using beam segments that are two pitches apart.

The vertical width of a single beam is enough to overlap the stems of consecutive pitches,

as shown at left. But if the notes are not at consecutive pitch, then one of the notes must have its

stem extended by using two stems of different pitch, as shown at right.

Tie across measure bar:

:.î....!..�J. Bold: :.î....!..�J.
Ties may be above or below the staff. They come in four lengths.

Unfortunately, your word processor may not be able to alter the length of a tie by

expanding the character width, since ties (as with most characters) have zero width. But it is

possible to raise or lower a tie, as with any character.

It does not help to attempt to change the length of a tie using the Bold font. When you

change to the regular font, the tie reverts to its standard length.

Notes C6, D6:

.�...¡...¡�...+O... Bold: .�...¡ ...¡�...+ O...
If necessary, these can be obtained by using components raised

by a few points in your word processor. Try about 1/10 of the font size for each note shift.

MusiTone does note contain notes more than two ledger lines above or below the staff.

Higher or lower notes may be built using an additional ledger line, along with raised or lowered

components for another note. Here, D6 was constructed using B5 raised by 8 points.


